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Abstract
It has increasingly been recognised that verifica-
tion can contribute to the validation and debug-
ging of neural networks before deployment, par-
ticularly in safety-critical areas. Despite consider-
able progress, present techniques still do not scale
to large architectures used in many applications.
In this paper we show that substantial gains can be
obtained by employing Parametric ReLU activa-
tion functions in lieu of plain ReLU functions. We
give training procedures that produce networks
which achieve one order of magnitude gain in ver-
ification overheads and 30-100% fewer timeouts
with a SoA Symbolic Interval Propagation-based
verification toolkit, while not compromising the
resulting accuracy. Furthermore, we show that ad-
versarial training combined with our approach im-
proves certified robustness up to 36% compared to
adversarial training performed on baseline ReLU
networks.

1. Introduction
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) are significantly contribut-
ing to several innovations in AI, ranging from computer
vision and speech recognition to natural language process-
ing and beyond (Goodfellow et al., 2016). As a result,
DNNs are increasingly considered for a wider set of applica-
tions, including safety-critical ones (Kouvaros et al., 2021;
Fremont et al., 2020). However, using neural networks in
safety-critical systems requires them to undergo verification
and validation efforts in ways that are similar to common
practice in software deployment in safety-critical systems.

The area of Verification of Neural Networks (VNN) is con-
cerned with the development of methods for verifying the
robustness of DNNs against input perturbations. While the
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed contribution. Top: Relaxing
ReLU functions produces large over-approximations (blue) of
the exact output-reachable set (grey) of a DNN; this may yield
inconclusive verification results. Bottom: We combine PReLUs
with dedicated regularisers to train networks that can be relaxed
more succinctly, thus improving the performance of verification.

key verification problem is NP-complete in general (Katz
et al., 2017), several scalable verification frameworks have
been proposed in recent years that can handle a wide variety
of architectures and properties (Bak et al., 2020; Balunovic
et al., 2019; Botoeva et al., 2020; Bunel et al., 2020; Cheng
et al., 2017; Dvijotham et al., 2018; Henriksen & Lomuscio,
2021; Henriksen et al., 2021; Katz et al., 2019; Singh et al.,
2019; Tjeng et al., 2019; Tjandraatmadja et al., 2020; Tran
et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2018b; 2021). Special attention
has been devoted to the verification of DNNs using ReLU
activations, given their prominence in Deep Learning. In
this context, approaches based on Symbolic Interval Propa-
gation (SIP) (Wang et al., 2018b; Singh et al., 2019; Wang
et al., 2021; Henriksen & Lomuscio, 2021) are among the
top performing, as witnessed in the VNN Competition 2021
(VNN-COMP21) (Bak et al., 2021).

Given a DNN and an input to be analysed, SIP-based ver-
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ifiers typically operate as follows. First, the network acti-
vation functions are abstracted into more computationally
tractable functions. This operation is commonly realised via
linear relaxations that approximate non-linear behaviours
by means of linear models (Ehlers, 2017; Wang et al., 2018b;
Singh et al., 2019). Then, Symbolic Interval Propagation
is used to compute an over-approximation of the output-
reachable space generated by the DNN for the input under
analysis. The method guarantees by construction that if
the over-approximated computation satisfies the property
in question, so does the original model. However, due to
over-approximation it is possible that no conclusion can be
reached on the query (Figure 1, top), introducing the need
for further refinement steps.

The approach sketched above offers benefits in terms
of scalability; but its precision, and hence its ability to
solve verification queries, is directly impacted by the over-
approximation error introduced by linear relaxations. Con-
siderable efforts have been put into designing more precise
approximations; recent developments include (Batten et al.,
2021; Fazlyab et al., 2020; Raghunathan et al., 2018). While
these advances cannot match the scalability of SIP on linear
relaxations, and SIP does remain the most performing verifi-
cation technique, even SIP cannot scale to the large models
used in applications. Scalability thus remains one of the key
issues to be solved in DNN verification.

This paper. In this paper we show that careful design
choices for the DNN can lead to at least one order of magni-
tude speed-up in SIP-based verifiability. Most importantly
we show that these gains need not impact the learning abili-
ties of the classifier, nor their resulting accuracy and robust-
ness. Summing up, we make the following contributions:
(i) we consider DNNs using ReLU, Leaky ReLU and Para-
metric ReLU activations. We study the over-approximation
induced by their linear relaxations and its impact on DNN
verifiability, both theoretically and empirically (ii) we iden-
tify Parametric ReLU as a promising candidate to generate
verification-friendly DNNs and propose regularisation tech-
niques to further improve verifiability (iii) we evaluate the
proposed learning pipeline and compare the experimental
results obtained against ReLU stability (Xiao et al., 2019)
and network pruning (Guidotti et al., 2020) approaches,
showing up to 20x speed-up with 38% fewer timeouts for
larger networks; (iv) we conclude by illustrating how the
method can be further integrated with adversarial training
to improve certified robustness of our networks up to 36%
compared to similarly trained ReLU architectures, while
keeping accuracy and verifiability high.

2. Background
The Verification Problem. Formal verification of neural
networks considers establishing whether some constraints

on the network’s output are satisfied for all inputs satisfying
some input constraints.

Definition 2.1 (Verification Problem). Given a neural net-
work N : Rm → Rn, a set of input constraints ψx, and a
set of output constraints ψy, the verification problem is to
establish whether N(x) satisfies ψy for all x satisfying ψx.

Verification has been shown to be NP-complete for piece-
wise linear feed forward neural networks (Katz et al., 2017),
which are the main focus of this work. Widely adopted
scalable approaches to the verification problems typically
proceed in three steps: (i) they create a linear relaxation
of the network (ii) they attempt to solve the verification
problem wrt to the relaxation and (iii) if the problem cannot
be solved due to the coarseness of the relaxation, they refine
the relaxation and repeat from (i)1. Refinement is often
implemented via a Branch-and-Bound (BaB) procedure (see
e.g. (Wang et al., 2021; Henriksen & Lomuscio, 2021; 2020;
Bunel et al., 2020)). For piecewise-linear networks such
procedures may be complete (i.e. the correct solution can
always be determined in a finite number of steps). However,
since the worst-case complexity of BaB is exponential in the
number of nodes, reducing the number of refinement steps is
crucial. As such, minimising the overestimation introduced
by the relaxations is essential for efficient resolution.

3. Verification-friendly Networks via PReLUs
Relaxations play an important role in enabling the verifica-
tion of large DNN models. When evaluating the advantages
of a relaxation, two key criteria need to be taken into ac-
count: the precision of a relaxation, i.e., how closely it
approximates the original activation, and the computational
effort required to reason on the relaxed model.

Very precise relaxations have been proposed, e.g., (Batten
et al., 2021; Fazlyab et al., 2020; Raghunathan et al., 2018);
however, verifying such relaxations typically requires ex-
pensive procedures which hardly scale to large models. On
the contrary, linear relaxations schemes, such as the trian-
gle (Singh et al., 2019) and the parallel (Wang et al., 2018b)
relaxations, can be used to solve the verification problem
for large, high-dimensional DNNs (Henriksen et al., 2021).
Unfortunately the reduced computational burden of linear
relaxations comes at a price: if the relaxations are too coarse,
verification results may be inconclusive.

We show that slight changes in the DNN activation func-
tions may result in considerable gains from a verification
perspective without any impact on learning. We validate this
hypothesis by analysing the case of Parametric ReLUs (PRe-
LUs). PReLUs have been shown to advantageous in terms of
accuracy over plain ReLUs at negligible extra computational

1More details about each step can be found in the appendix.
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Figure 2: The overestimation induced by PReLUs (2b) is smaller
than the corresponding area from ReLUs (2a)

cost (Xu et al., 2015). Crucially, we observe that verifying
PReLUs may result in smaller over-approximations via lin-
ear relaxations. In the following, we formulate our results
in the context of triangle relaxtions; other commonly used
linear relaxation schemes are addressed in the Appendix.

Proposition 3.1. Consider a piecewise linear function de-
fined as

y =

{
α · x if x < 0

x if x ≥ 0

for α ∈ [0, 1]. The over-approximation area induced by the
triangle relaxation on this function decreases with (1− α)
for increasing α.

The proof of Proposition 3.1 can be found in the Appendix.

Corollary 3.2. The over-approximation area resulting from
the triangle relaxation of a PReLU is smaller than that
obtained for ReLU, given the same pre-activation bounds.

Corollary 3.2 shows that replacing ReLUs with PReLUs
may generally result in smaller relaxations at neuron level.
In the following we introduce a lightweight regulariser that
promotes this property across the whole network.

Training PReLUs for easier verification. PReLUs have
the potential to generate DNNs that more amenable to SIP-
based verification. We have established that increasing the
coefficient of a PReLU may generally result in smaller over-
approximations when linearly relaxed. However, standard
training procedures typically adjust these based on a differ-
ent criterion, i.e., classification accuracy, and do not neces-
sarily result in easier-to-verify networks.

Co-design principles can be applied to ensure that the
full potential of PReLUs is realised, both in terms of
learning and verification. Since Proposition 3.1 suggests
that higher leakage coefficients for PReLUs may gener-
ally be beneficial for verification, we augment standard
training losses to account for this secondary objective as
L = Ltrain−β·L2(αPReLU ), whereLtrain is any standard
training loss, while the second term is an L2 loss applied
only to the parameters of the PReLU to encourage steeper
slopes for negative values. The new loss term is weighted

by a coefficient β to make sure that accuracy is not compro-
mised when training for verifiability. The added loss term
requires that the slopes of the PReLU are clipped to [0, 1]
after each training iteration to avoid cases where the slope
becomes negative or the PReLU becomes concave.

The effect of this simple modification is that DNNs are
now trained to maximise their accuracy, while making sure
that the resulting DNN is also amenable to SIP-based veri-
fication Notably, we achieve this result at negligible extra
computational cost, which marks a clear difference between
our proposal and previous work in the field. We also note
that the proposed modification is orthogonal to, and can be
seamlessly integrated with, other commonly used regular-
isation techniques. Crucially, we will show in Section 4
that our proposal can be used in conjunction with standard
techniques for adversarial training, ultimately resulting in
DNNs that are accurate, robust and easier to verify.

4. Experimental Analysis
We designed three sets of experiments to show that: (i) PRe-
LUs do indeed result in improved verifiability when com-
pared to other rectified linear activations; (ii) our approach
is competitive with, and often outperforms, SoA approaches
for training verification-friendly DNNs; and (iii) it can be
seamlessly integrated with adversarial training techniques
to improve robustness of the resulting networks. We discuss
our approach in the context of verification friendly learning
and robust training in Section 5.

In the following experiments we used VERINET (Henriksen
& Lomuscio, 2020; 2021), a leading and publicly avail-
able SIP-based verifier (Bak et al., 2021). We ran a to-
tal of 27000 verification queries on a range of networks
trained on 3 datasets: MNIST (LeCun, 1998), CIFAR-
10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2014), and a reduced version of the
Tiny ImageNet (Lee & Yang, 2015) trained on 50 classes.
The size and architecture of the DNNs used for these ex-
periments are in line with or exceed standard evaluations in
the verification literature. In terms of size, the MNIST and
CIFAR-10 networks are comparable to those used in VNN-
COMP21; the Tiny ImageNet instead has approximately
twice as many activation nodes as the largest architectures
used in VNN-COMP21. We tuned hyper-parameters such
that the test-set accuracy of the resulting DNNs is compa-
rable to that of standard ReLU networks. Notice, however,
that our choice to use architectures in line with the veri-
fication literature limits the accuracy attainable by these
networks. Further details on the experimental setup are
provided in the Appendix.

To allow for a quantitative comparison of verification gains
produced by each method considered, we calculate speedup
by comparing the N fastest verified cases for each network.
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Table 1: Evaluation of rectified linear activations.

MNIST FC Accuracy Robust Not Robust Robust/ Timeouts trelu/t
512 Act. Nodes Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Not Robust Mean Sd Mean Sd

ReLU 98.3% 0.1% 81.0 3.0 32.8 2.9 2.5 11.2 3.4 1.0 0.0
Leaky ReLU (α = 0.01) 98.4% 0.0% 81.4 2.3 30.2 5.2 2.7 13.4 4.0 0.8 0.5
Leaky ReLU (α = 0.20) 98.3% 0.0% 74.6 2.1 41.4 1.0 1.8 9.0 2.0 4.4 3.1
PReLU (β = 0.00) 98.3% 0.1% 81.6 2.6 29.6 3.6 2.8 13.8 1.2 1.0 1.0
PReLU (β = 0.10) 98.1% 0.0% 87.2 2.1 37.4 1.9 2.3 0.4 0.5 26.2 11.2
PReLU (β = 0.15) 98.0% 0.1% 82.6 3.3 42.4 3.3 1.9 0.0 0.0 36.9 16.1

CIFAR-10 Conv. Accuracy Robust Not Robust Robust/ Timeouts trelu/t
45 056 Act. Nodes Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Not Robust Mean Sd Mean Sd

ReLU 85.7% 0.4% 40.2 0.7 51.8 2.8 0.8 33.0 3.2 1.0 0.0
Leaky ReLU (α = 0.01) 86.5% 0.2% 41.6 2.0 50.8 2.3 0.8 32.6 1.4 2.3 2.3
Leaky ReLU (α = 0.20) 88.4% 0.2% 42.2 1.9 45.8 1.9 0.9 37.0 0.9 1.1 1.8
PReLU (β = 0.00) 87.5% 0.2% 43.4 1.4 47.0 3.5 0.9 34.6 3.3 2.4 2.8
PReLU (β = 0.10) 86.1% 0.2% 51.0 1.7 50.2 2.6 1.0 23.8 1.9 20.4 5.5
PReLU (β = 0.15) 84.5% 0.2% 51.8 2.1 54.2 4.8 1.0 19.0 3.1 23.9 6.4

Tiny ImageNet (50) Accuracy Robust Not Robust Robust/ Timeouts trelu/t
106 496 Act. Nodes Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Not Robust Mean Sd Mean Sd

ReLU 46.0% 0.9% 40.0 1.8 58.4 4.4 0.7 26.6 3.3 1.0 0.0
Leaky ReLU (α = 0.01) 47.0% 0.4% 36.8 1.5 63.4 1.6 0.6 24.8 1.7 3.1 2.4
Leaky ReLU (α = 0.20) 54.6% 0.6% 31.4 2.9 54.2 3.8 0.6 39.4 3.1 0.1 0.0
PReLU (β = 0.00) 51.7% 0.8% 34.0 2.0 58.0 4.4 0.6 33.0 2.9 0.5 0.7
PReLU (β = 0.30) 46.6% 0.6% 47.2 5.0 62.2 5.6 0.8 15.6 2.4 11.9 4.7
PReLU (β = 0.40) 45.4% 1.0% 49.4 5.4 62.6 4.3 0.8 13.0 2.3 20.4 6.7

Here N is the number of cases solved for the network with
the most solved cases among the networks under considera-
tion. For more details, see the appendix.

Evaluating rectified linear activations. To assess the im-
pact that various rectified linear activation functions and
training methods have on verifiability, we here compare
six network variations: one network with ReLU activation
functions, two Leaky ReLU networks and three networks
with PReLU activation functions.

The Leaky ReLU networks used leakage coefficient of 0.01
and 0.20. The PReLU networks were trained with three
β-values to explore the versatility of the approach. In par-
ticular, the first used β = 0, the second used a β tuned
such that the accuracy reached approximately the same level
as the ReLU network and the last used a β such that the
accuracy was slightly below the ReLU network.

Table 1 shows that Leaky ReLU and standard PReLU
(β = 0) networks generally achieved a slightly higher accu-
racy than the ReLU network, in line with (Xu et al., 2015).
However, note that their performance in terms verifiability
was comparable to the ReLU network. However, the PReLU
networks with β > 0 showed significant improvements in
verification time and reduced number of timeouts. With

the smaller β multiplier (β = 0.1 for MNIST and CIFAR-
10, β = 0.30 for Tiny ImageNet), the PReLU networks
achieved the same accuracy as the ReLU networks; yet they
achieved a verification speed-up > 10 and the number of
timeouts was on average reduced by 96%, 28% and 41% for
the MNIST, CIFAR and TinyImage networks respectively.
Further increasing the β multiplier (β = 0.15 for MNIST
and CIFAR-10, β = 0.40 for Tiny ImageNet) yielded even
more significant speed-ups of > 20 times and 100%, 42%
and 51% fewer timeouts; accuracy, however, was affected
in this case. Overall, we observe that the ratio of robust to
non-robust cases is either stable or increased, indicating that
the added loss term does not affect robustness dramatically.

Table 1 shows that PReLUs do offer important advantages
in terms of verifiability. Our comparison with ReLUs and
Leaky ReLUs showed that these advantages can be obtained
with little to no impact on the accuracy of the resulting
networks when compared to the ReLU network.

Comparison with other approaches. We now compare
with two other SoA approaches resulting in networks that
are easier to verify: training for ReLU stability (Xiao et al.,
2019) and weight pruning (Guidotti et al., 2020). For both
approaches, we tuned hyper-parameters such that resulting
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Table 2: Comparison with SoA on CIFAR-10.

MNIST FC Accuracy Robust Not Robust Robust/ Timeouts tPReLU/t
512 Act. Nodes Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Not Robust Mean Sd Mean Sd

PReLU (β = 0.15) 98.0% 0.1% 82.6 3.3 42.4 3.3 1.9 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.00
ReLU Pruning 98.4% 0.1% 78.2 4.6 40.0 2.1 1.9 6.8 2.8 0.06 0.04
ReLU Stability 98.2% 0.1% 103.6 3.2 21.4 3.2 4.8 0.0 0.0 2.76 0.90
ReLU 98.3% 0.1% 81.0 3.0 32.8 2.9 2.5 11.2 3.4 0.03 0.02

CIFAR-10 Conv. Accuracy Robust Not Robust Robust/ Timeouts tPReLU/t
45 056 Act. Nodes Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Not Robust Mean Sd Mean Sd

PReLU (β = 0.15) 84.5% 0.2% 51.8 2.1 54.2 4.8 1.0 19.0 3.1 1.00 0.00
ReLU Pruning 83.7% 0.4% 36.6 0.5 57.0 3.3 0.6 31.4 3.4 0.06 0.03
ReLU Stability 84.6% 0.8% 43.6 2.2 50.6 3.7 0.9 30.8 2.9 0.06 0.02
ReLU 85.7% 0.4% 40.2 0.7 51.8 2.8 0.8 33.0 3.2 0.05 0.01

Table 3: Adversarial augmentation results for CIFAR-10.

MNIST FC Accuracy Robust Not Robust Robust/ Timeouts tPReLU/t
512 Act. Nodes Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Not Robust Mean Sd Mean Sd

PReLU (β = 0.15) 98.7% 0.0% 112.0 2.5 12.0 2.5 9.3 1.0 0.0 1.00 0.00
ReLU Pruning 98.9% 0.0% 96.4 2.4 6.8 1.7 14.2 21.8 0.7 0.04 0.01
ReLU Stability 98.7% 0.1% 116.2 2.9 8.8 2.9 13.2 0.0 0.0 11.68 2.23
ReLU 98.9% 0.0% 82.4 1.6 5.4 2.3 15.3 37.2 1.7 0.02 0.01

CIFAR-10 Conv. Accuracy Robust Not Robust Robust/ Timeouts tPReLU/t
45 056 Act. Nodes Mean Sd Mean Sd Mean Sd Not Robust Mean Sd Mean Sd

PReLU (β = 0.15) 84.8% 0.2% 54.8 2.5 52.2 3.3 1.0 18.0 1.1 1.00 0.00
ReLU Pruning 83.9% 0.4% 41.8 2.2 51.0 1.4 0.8 32.2 1.7 0.05 0.03
ReLU Stability 84.8% 0.9% 46.8 3.7 48.6 2.9 1.0 29.6 2.1 0.05 0.02
ReLU 85.7% 0.3% 42.0 1.4 51.2 1.9 0.8 31.8 3.1 0.05 0.03

accuracy was close to the PReLU Network with β = 0.15.
For these experiments we could use only the MNIST and
CIFAR-10 dataset since, to the best of our knowledge, ReLU
stability training is not available for ResNet architectures,
as used with the Tiny ImageNet dataset.

Training for stability is done using the loss introduced
in (Xiao et al., 2019). In order to calculate the bounds
used by the ReLU stability loss, we used improved inter-
val propagation for MNIST networks as per (Xiao et al.,
2019). For the larger CIFAR-10 networks, however, the
same approach could not be used due to heavy memory
and computational costs, as already reported in (Xiao et al.,
2019). We therefore resorted to the less precise interval
propagation as in the original paper (Xiao et al., 2019).

As shown in Table 2, the pruning produces consistent results
for both the MNIST and the CIFAR-10 datasets. Pruning
yields some improvement over the ReLU networks; however,
the PReLU networks achieve a mean speed-up of around
20 times and have 39− 100% less timeouts than the pruned
network. The networks trained with the ReLU stability loss

perform extremely well for the small MNIST networks. The
networks have a larger speed-up, fewer cases timed out and
the robustness increases as indicated by the robust ratio.
However, for the larger CIFAR-10 networks where naive
interval propagation had to be used, the PReLU networks
were verified about 20 times faster with 38% fewer timeouts
and with a higher robust ratio. This is as expected, since the
naive interval propagation produces less succinct bounds
than the improved version and the precision of any interval
propagation is reduced for deeper networks.

Overall, the results presented in Table 2 show that our ap-
proach produces gains that are competitive with previous
methods, and outperform them when larger architectures are
considered. As such, these results indicate that our method
is successful in generating DNNs that are more amenable
to SIP-based verification, only incurring in negligible ex-
tra training costs. Additional results on training times and
converge rates are reported in the Appendix.

Integration with adversarial augmentation. We now
show that the methods proposed here can also be combined
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with adversarial training techniques, thus producing net-
works that are accurate, easy to verify but also robust. To
this end, the training procedure used for the previous ex-
periments was augmented with Fast Gradient Sign Method
(FGSM) (Goodfellow et al., 2015) attacks.

The results, shown in Table 3, are consistent with the ob-
servations made above. In particular, PReLU networks
combined with adversarial training outperformed all other
approaches during verification, except for the MNIST net-
work trained with ReLU stability. Again this is due to the
MNIST ReLU stability network being trained with a more
precise variant of interval propagation, while a more rudi-
mentary variant was used for larger models to limit the
computation overhead. Furthermore, we observe that the ad-
versarially trained PReLU networks exhibit higher certified
robustness than their ReLU counterpart (36% increase for
MNIST and 30% for CIFAR-10)

In summary, these experiments demonstrate that the method
here described can significantly improve the verifiability of
networks without sacrificing their robustness, nor accuracy.

5. Related work
Training for verification. Closely related to our work is
the training for ReLU stability method proposed in (Xiao
et al., 2019). In this approach SIP is used during training
to estimate lower and upper bounds for each ReLU node.
The bounds are then used to formulate a regulariser that
promotes stability of ReLU activations during training. The
bounds are calculated via a refined version of SIP for small
networks. However, naı̈ve interval propagation is used for
larger networks due to memory and computational require-
ments of interval propagation. Because of this, ReLU sta-
bility achieves strong results on smaller architectures in our
experiments; however, its benefits diminish when dealing
with larger architectures. On the contrary, our approach
achieves consistent results across different model sizes.

Pruning has also been considered in (Xiao et al., 2019)
and (Guidotti et al., 2020) as a way to ease network verifi-
cation. Pruning is typically applied by adding a loss during
training that encourages weight sparsity (weight pruning)
or node sparsity (node pruning). In this work we compared
against node pruning as this has a clear parallel to our pro-
posed solution. While (Guidotti et al., 2020) showed that
node pruning is particularly effective for verifiers based on
MILP and Satisfiability Modulo Theory, in our experiments
we could not replicate these gains in the context of SIP
based verifiers, which are presently SoA in NN verification.

Certification approaches. A large body of work has con-
sidered the topic of certifiable robust training of neural net-
works. Several approaches use a dedicated loss function
to encourage a smaller Lipschitz constant in the networks,

thereby increasing `2 robustness (Leino et al., 2021; Huang
et al., 2021; Tsuzuku et al., 2018). Other approaches add
a loss term on the bounds calculated by symbolic interval
propagation to encourage tighter bounds during training
leading to increased `∞ robustness (Mirman et al., 2018;
Wong et al., 2018; Wong & Kolter, 2018; Zhang et al., 2020).

Certifiable robust training typically requires computation-
ally intensive estimations of the Lipschitz constant or SIP
bounds at training time. This is in contrast with our ob-
jective to ease the task of verification, without requiring
significant computational effort. Moreover, robust training
in practice often leads to a significantly reduced accuracy
(10− 50% for a CIFAR-10 network (Huang et al., 2021)).
This is also in clear contrast with our main goal to train
verification-friendly networks without sacrificing accuracy.
The differences highlighted above are to be expected: cer-
tifiable robust training aims at improving the robustness
of the networks which is considered to have a trade-off
with accuracy (D. Su et al., 2018). Finally, (Lyu et al., 2021)
propose a novel parametric activation function to train verifi-
ably robust networks with higher accuracy. While this work
has some interesting similarities to the approach here pre-
sented, our goal is to improve the verifiability of networks.
These two objectives have been shown to be independent as
discussed in (Lee et al., 2021; Shi et al., 2021).

6. Discussion and Conclusions
We put forward a novel method to train DNNs such that
they are accurate, but also easier to verify than standard
ReLU-based architectures. We analysed different activation
functions of the ReLU family and discussed the impact that
they can have on SIP-based verification methods. We identi-
fied PReLUs as the most promising activation to generate
verification-friendly networks. This enabled us also to pro-
pose a lightweight regularisation method that leverages the
principle of co-design to achieve our objective. Our exper-
iments with a SoA SIP verifier showed that DNNs trained
by the method here described yield one order of magnitude
reduction in verification overheads and 30-100% fewer time-
outs compared to previous approaches. Finally, we showed
that integration with adversarial training techniques lead to
improvements in certified robustness up to 36% compared
to ReLU, without sacrificing accuracy and verifiability.

One consideration with our approach is that its applicability
is limited to ReLU networks only. This work focuses on
ReLUs as these are the most widely studied activation func-
tions in the verification literature. As such, we believe that
improving verifiability of these models would maximise the
impact of this work and would generate more interest in the
verification community. However, this work also motivates
further research into how results obtained here could be
transferred to a wider class of neural architectures.
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